Learn By Doing
RISE Program
The Charles A. Dana Research Institute for
Scientists Emeriti (RISE) at Drew offers
undergraduates a unique opportunity to
engage in research under the supervision of
retired industrial scientists.

Wall Street Semester
Goldman Sachs. New York Stock Exchange.
Morgan Stanley. These organizations play a
major role in shaping the world’s economy, and
Drew takes you to meet them at the center
of global finance.

Semester on Contemporary Art
One day, you’re sitting in an up-and-coming
artist’s Brooklyn studio, discussing how nature
inspires you. The next, you’re at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, debating the political meaning
of a Kadinsky work with a classmate.

Under the mission of the Institute, retired
scientists receive offices, research space, and
equipment at Drew in exchange for directing
the research of undergraduate students. Fellows
discuss with students the issues and possibilities
of careers in industrial employment and help
create bridges between Drew and industry.

Find mentors, including Drew alumni, among
the traders, regulators, fund managers and
decision-makers that power the financial world.
You will take a critical look at Wall Street
operations, learn the economics behind the
transactions, explore the district’s history, and
discuss ethical/moral issues facing the market.

Located in the global capital for creativity,
this program examines all the important
issues surrounding contemporary art.

Students engage in research with top scientists
including Nobel Prize winner, William C. Campbell,
a RISE fellow for over 20 years.

At the end of the semester you will have a
deeper understanding of the role of financial
markets within the rest of the economy.

United Nations Semester
Spend time on the ground floor of geopolitics.
Interview diplomats, learn about the inner
workings of the UN and discuss issues shaping
the international community on a daily basis.
You won’t just see the world turn; you’ll learn
how it happens.

Semester on Communication and Media
Broadcasting, advertising, publishing, film,
public relations — New York City is the media
and communications capital of the world. Drew
takes you into the heart of it all to learn from
professionals who shape our interconnected,
communications-based world.

Internship Opportunities
Drew’s Center for Internships and Career
Development help students take advantage
of Drew’s proximity to New York City through
internships at prestigious companies like:
• United Nations
• Metropolitan Museum of Art
• Wells Fargo
• Barclays Capital
• Morgan Stanley
• US Securities and Exchange Commission

Nobel Prize winner and RISE associate fellow William Campbell one-on-one with Drew undergraduate student on scientific research

Students of Wall Street Semester at the New York Stock Exchange
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Learn from Nobel
Prize winning RISE
fellow

Semesters in New York City

More than 15,000
internship opportunities

